The NEI Congress Scientific Poster Session is one of the highlights of NEI’s Congress—researchers, clinicians, and top opinion leaders present cutting-edge research, clinical trial data and clinical cases—nearly 1,000 NEI Congress registrants attend this event.

Submit your abstract for the opportunity to:

• Share, disseminate, and promote your accomplishments and contributions to the field
• Get published in CNS Spectrums, an indexed Medicus/MEDLINE, peer-reviewed scholarly journal, with an Impact Factor ranking of 3.582!
• Enter the Young Investigators Poster Competition for a chance to win a Poster Award (certain criteria must be met)

Make useful connections, network with leaders in the field, and receive valuable feedback—submit your abstract for presentation at the NEI Congress Scientific Poster Session!

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
August 15, 2017

POSTER SESSION
November 10, 2017

Learn more and submit! nei.global/congressposters